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New shop - new features:

Ordering barcodes by smartphone
No scanner at hand at the moment? No problem, 
because it’s even easier with your smartphone. 
Simply activate the camera and scan the barcode!

Caliber and product search in one field
Without issues: Regardless of whether you enter 
the caliber or article number - you will come 
straight to the movement you are looking for!

Graduated prices
You can now see directly in the article window 
the quantities from which you save! No more 
time-consuming updating in the shopping cart. 
Graduated prices at a glance!

Images in list view
Because sometimes the description is not 
enough. The list view with clear article images 
and enlargement on mouseover!

 
- Ordering barcodes by smartphone
- Caliber and product search in one field
- Graduated prices at first glance
- Images in list view 
- Quick check-out in the shopping cart
- Different favourites lists
- Change delivery addresses yourself
- Create additional accounts
- Ordered quantities in the article overview

Quick check-out in the shopping cart
No annoying checking of all information; Quick-
Check-out adopts your default settings and the 
order is completed with just one click.

Different favourites lists
So that watchmakers and goldsmiths don‘t get in 
each other‘s way. Create different favorites lists for 
different departments in your company. Watchma-
kers, goldsmiths, salespeople, etc.

Change delivery addresses yourself
Simply change the desired delivery address at the 
checkout. Anytime, without problems!

Additional account
For departments or branches with identical billing 
addresses, you can now easily create an additional 
account with the same customer number.

Ordered quantities 
in the article overwiev
De aantallen, van de bestelde artikelen, ziet u in 
Goods that have already been ordered are display-
ed with the quantity - at a glance - in the list view! 
You can keep track of things without having to 
switch to the shopping cart every time. 

Now even better:
The new Flume Shop is here!
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